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Plasma control on the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) was previously accomplished using
eight 333 MHz G4 processors built by Sky computers. Several planned improvements and additional
control algorithms required significant upgrades to our real-time control computers and real-time data
acquisition infrastructure. Several in-house modules have been designed and implemented including:
the digital time stamp module (DITS) and for digital/analog front panel data port (FPDP) output, the
FPDP output module digital/analog (FOMD/A). Standard Linux based Intel computers perform the real-
time control tasks and InfiniBand as been employed for communication between a user-accessible “host”

server and the real-time computer. In addition to several independent real-time processes the General
Atomics developed PCS (Bell (2006) [1]) system infrastructure continues to be used on NSTX. While main-
taining previous functionality, improvements in the control system software include: an RWM feedback
algorithm, beta feedback NBI control, more comprehensive error logging and trapping, more user-friendly
interface, more complete archiving and restoring functionality, and better status reporting and diagnos-
tic tools. Once completed, we succeeded in increasing overall plasma stability and decreasing control

l time
system latency by severa

. Introduction

National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) began operating in
999 and performs with typical parameters Ip ≤ 1.5 MA, BT ≤ 0.55 T,
eutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating ≤7 MW and a 1.5 s maxi-
um pulse length [1,2]. Plasma control on NSTX was until recently

ccomplished using a SKY computer consisting of eight 333 MHz G4
rocessors [3]. Scheduled programmatic goals including improved
HD mode stabilization and increased plasma stability for longer

ulses motivated the addition of an RWM feedback algorithm and
beta feedback NBI control algorithm requiring the addition of

4 new real-time data acquisition diagnostic channels and 6 new
utput control commands. The increased demands on process-
ng power and timing constraints given the additional I/O latency,
equired a major system upgrade. To accommodate these new
emands we devised a plan to replace this system with more
odern technology utilizing readily available commodity com-

uters, which are more easily maintainable. Physically distributed
eal-time diagnostic inputs to the control system were previously

cquired heterogeneously with some acquired over fiber optic
PDP serial link and others over VME bus [3]. The system upgrade
ncluded a plan to combine and thus streamline all real-time I/O
ver Front Panel Data Port (FPDP). Other upgrade goals included
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developing a more accurate timing system, increasing our ability
to debug and troubleshoot, decreasing the overall latency in the
system, and increasing the friendliness of the user interface. In this
paper we will report on the current status of this upgrade.

2. Hardware improvements

As a replacement for our SKY computers for real-time computa-
tions, we purchased a Sun Fire V40z with 4 dual core AMD Opteron
880 2.4 GHz and 8 GB of memory, giving us the same number of pro-
cessors at 7 times the previous speed. For “host” processes which
provide for user interaction and reporting of real-time status and
error information, we purchased an HP DL385 Proliant Server with
one 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron 250. Communication between the host
and real-time computers occurs over Infiniband using Mellanox
Infiniband PCI cards.

The previously used SKY computers operated on a VME back-
plane which also functioned as the mechanism for collecting
real-time data from several locations into the real-time com-
puter via a VME-based FPDP digitizer. We eliminated the need
for the VME backplane in our control system by replacing our
previous FPDP Merlin digitizers with two new VMETRO FPDP PCI

DPIO2 modules, one each for input and output. The boards are
bi-directional and can be programmed at run-time via software to
function as either an input or output board. Each has a 128 kB first
in first out buffer (FIFO) and can transfer data at a maximum rate of
510 MB/s. Previously our gas injection system control/acquisition
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as handled separately from the rest of our FPDP data, its I/O being
ccomplished purely with VME digitizers and D/A converters.
herefore, it was necessary to replace this VME-based hardware.
o this end we developed two new boards for interfacing with the
ow consolidated FPDP I/O data stream, the FPDP output module
nalog (FOMA) and digital (FOMD) [4]. Both were developed using
omplex programmable logic devices (CPLD’s). The FOMD provides
our banks of 16-bit digital outputs, while the FOMA has eight
nalog output channels having 14-bit resolution.
In our previous system, time was computed relative to a hard-
are start trigger at a known time; subsequent input data time

tamps were calculated based on the known input data frequency
nd the real-time CPU clock. In order to achieve an absolute time
tamp for each data sample relative to the NSTX start of pulse

Fig. 1. Diagram of NSTX plasma control system shar
g and Design 85 (2010) 447–450

(SOP), we developed a new digital input and time stamp module
(DITS) [4] also using a CPLD. The DITS provides a 48-bit timestamp
in microseconds for each input data sample, a 32-bit data-block
counter, 56 bits of digital inputs and eight bits of digital outputs
and a 16 MHz clock, which however, is limited by the speed of the
FPDP and thus can operate with a maximum clock rate of about
1.5 MHz. One of the digital inputs is used as a signal for timestamp
reset. This is done at 60 s before (T-60) the start of the shot (T-0)
which signals the software that a new shot cycle has begun.
3. Software improvements

Standard Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) currently supports
only 2 processors, therefore, in order to accommodate our 4 dual

ed memory regions, processes and data flow.
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3.1. Improved plasma stability

Non-axisymmetric field control gained through use of the RWM
algorithm, in addition to other factors such as lithium condition-
D. Mastrovito et al. / Fusion Engin

ore Sun Fire, we purchased a license for RHEL Advanced Server
RHEL AS). RHEL AS is not a real-time operating system, however,
e have customized the operating system using kernel modifica-

ions developed at GA and modified for use with linux 2.6 at PPPL
hich allow operating system interrupts to be shut off and turned

ack on just before and after the shot thereby allowing unhindered
ccess to the processors for real-time computation for the duration
f the shot [5].

Real-time control on NSTX is now accomplished using five dif-
erent processes: front panel data port input/output (FPDP IO),
cquisition (ACQ), General Atomics developed plasma control
ystem (PCS) [6], gas injection system (GIS), and power supply
eal-time control (PSRTC). Control processes are kept modular in
ase of any software problem resulting in the failure of inter-
ediate portions of the system. This allows more reliable access

o raw data coming into/out of the system, including reliable
imestamp information to aid in the trouble-shooting process.
PDP IO is the first process in the chain, responsible for retriev-
ng data from the FPDP input board direct memory access (DMA)
egion and placing it in shared memory. FPDP IO also functions
s the last process in the chain, retrieving final output voltage
equests from shared memory and placing them into a second
MA region for the output FPDP board. ACQ reads the raw data

rom shared memory, converts it to physical units, applies calibra-
ion factors, monitors the time coming from the DITS, calculates
nd subtracts raw data baselines, and places this calibrated data
nto shared memory. During plasma shots, the PCS, discussed in
etail below, reads these values and uses them to generate voltage
equests. The PSRTC [7] is responsible for retrieving those volt-
ge requests and after applying engineering constraints, converts
hem to appropriate output units, pairing them with power supply
ddresses, and places them into shared memory for access by the
PDP IO process. The GIS is responsible for generating commands
o the injection valves, opening and closing them in real-time as
eeded based on commands from the PCS. Both the GIS and the
SRTC are also able to operate independently of the PCS and, in
ombination with ACQ, continue to collect data at a slower rate
1 Hz) between shots to allow for monitoring of coil temperatures,
tc. Currently real-time data is acquired during shots at a rate
f 5 kHz.

The PCS is responsible for calculating power supply request volt-
ges based on PPPL-defined physics models as well as a real-time
FIT approximation. The PCS has been used for plasma control on
STX previously, however, a new version of the PCS has been imple-
ented for use on multiprocessor computers. This version allows

or communication via shared memory between various PCS algo-
ithms in real-time and consolidates all user interaction processes
n the “host” machine which communicate with the real-time com-
uter between shots via socket connection with a message server.
he PCS utilizes the first 3 processors on the real-time computer
0–2) and a thread has recently been added on CPU 7 for a separa-
le portion of rt-EFIT, which contributes beta calculations to a new
BI control algorithm.

The NBI algorithm operates using a proportional gain scheme
nd is used to adjust the injected beam power to achieve a desired
alue of ˇ below instability thresholds.

Pinj = G · C · Error

rror = ˇrt-EFIT − ˇreq
here �Pinj is the required increase or decrease in injected neu-
ral beam power, G is a gain coefficient, and C is a function
f plasma current, volume, magnetic field, typical energy con-
nement time and minor radius of a typical discharge. ˇrt-EFIT

s the value of ˇ calculated in rt-EFIT, ˇreq the requested ˇ.
Fig. 2. Comparison of ˇN averaged over the plasma current flat-top for shots with
(grey) and without (black) error field.

ˇ feedback can be selected at run-time for ˇ normal ˇN or ˇ
torroidal ˇT.

In addition to the real-time processes, there is an independent
process called the hostsrv which does not actively participate in
control. It runs partly on the real-time computer and partly on the
“host” computer acting as an overall system monitor responsible
for reporting real-time status and error information to the opera-
tor. This information is stored in a shared memory region on the
host machine where it is retrieved and displayed in a new user
interface. Prior to this system upgrade, there was no user inter-
face or status information reported to the NSTX operators. Other
new functionality provided by this interface is the ability to change,
save, and restore PSRTC settings. Communication between the two
halves of the hostsrv process is accomplished using Message Pass-
ing Interface (MPI) over Infiniband. Fig. 1 shows the current layout
of processes, shared memory regions, and data flow of the control
system.
Fig. 3. System latency determined by the difference in time between stimulus signal
and control response (indicated by *) measured to be .6 ms.
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shape control on the National Spherical, Torus Experiment (NSTX) using real-
ig. 4. Increased reliability of the control system as shown by the number of suc-
essful shots (with plasma current >300 kA) per day per year.

ng, has been a significantly contributing factor in achieving shots
ith high ˇN = 7.2 [8] and record breaking shots lasting 1.8 s having
lasma flat-top of 1.6 s. Fig. 2 shows average ˇN (averaged over the
lasma current flat-top) plotted versus the length of the flat-top,
panning the entire NSTX database for 2008 [9], with black points
epresenting discharges that did not have error field control, and
ed points representing ones plasmas that did.

. Status of the system
Latency tests are conducted by replacing the PF3 current
ignal with one from a function generator producing output of
–10 V at 100 Hz acting as a square wave stimulus to the control
ystem. Then a comparison can be made between those stimulus
ignals and the measured corresponding response from the control

[

[

g and Design 85 (2010) 447–450

system. Fig. 3 shows 5 cycles of this square wave stimulus and the
control system response during a latency test (top). The latency
was measured to be about .6 ms or an improvement of 5 times
over the latency in our previous system. Fig. 4 demonstrates
the increased reliability of the overall control system following
our system upgrade. On average we have 4 times the success-
ful shots having plasma current >300 kA per day as previously
achieved.
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